SAP S/4HANA® for Central Procurement
Realize the Benefits of Centralization Without the Costs and Complexities of Change

Today, variable customer demand and changing internal operations are driving a deeper need for centralized procurement processes. These processes can orchestrate buying operations with connected supplier networks in a seamless, integrated way. The SAP S/4HANA® solution for central procurement connects internal and external systems, supplier networks, and sourcing together to synchronize at speed. It provides visibility, management, and governance over procurement across SAP® and non-SAP systems, whether in the cloud or on premise. And the solution can be implemented quickly and without requiring massive shifts in infrastructure and data.

With SAP S/4HANA for central procurement, you can centralize the following procurement processes:
- Requisitioning
- Purchasing
- Contract management
- Sourcing
- Invoice monitoring
- Analytics

By creating centralized systems that work across buying channels without reworking them, procurement teams can align all their disparate data sets. Cloud and on-premise SAP® solutions can be integrated, and systems can be added or removed as M&A transactions occur, without disrupting procurement operations.

SAP S/4HANA for central procurement delivers company-wide visibility based on roles and permissions across a company’s ERP landscape. Lead buyers can access contracts, requisitions, order status, and spending across the company. And global controls with regional and local systems can also increase transparency, ultimately leading to cost savings through improved negotiations, reduced maverick spending, and enhanced economies of scale.

LEARN MORE
For more information about how your company can realize the benefits of centralized procurement, visit us online.